Monday 11 April 2022

Rand note: less volatility likely this year, and over the medium-term (expected case)
than in the last few years

•

The rand remains one of the leading EM currencies, both since the start of the year, and
over the past twelve months, benefiting from the differentiation between commodity
exporters and importers, early and late cycle rate hikers, credit rating metrics and foreign
portfolio flows.

•

The rand continues to be rebuffed from sustainably piercing the key resistance level of
R14.50/USD, with the domestic currency relatively stable otherwise, trading between
R14.53 and R14.82/USD this month, having only briefly pierced R14.50/USD at the end
of March.

•

The rand’s strengthening trend since the start of last year has stalled at the major level,
mainly afflicted by the moderation in commodity prices over the last month, but has not
lost much support and is showing a degree of relative stability, which is positive for Q2.22.

•

Q2.22 is currently likely to see the rand slip further away from R14.50/USD, on average
recording around R14.95/USD, as most commodity prices wane further over the second
quarter, although this is also likely to be uneven as some commodities lead others.

•

Commodity prices are not expected to collapse outright in the second quarter however
(base case), and so the rand should avoid severe volatility, instead likely moving towards
R14.70/USD mid-month, and towards R14.80/USD around month end.

•

The probability of this expected case at 51% runs against a downside, of 46% (lite and
severe down case probabilities), with the lite down case probability reducing this year so
far as the credit rating agencies became noticeably less negative against SA.

•

With the Russian/Ukraine conflict waxing and waning, and SA well removed from any
credit rating upgrades yet on a number of weak fundamentals for economic growth, the
rand is still at risk of severe weakness (even if less so after the removal often negative
rating outlooks).

•

There is uncertainty consequently too, but we nevertheless expected less rand volatility
this year (see expected case forecasts) than last year, and certainly the year before, and
over the medium-term as the slow progress of the repair of SA’s state productive capacity
persists.

•

This week US inflation will be in focus, with CPI tomorrow and PPI Wednesday, likely to
reflect early March and late February commodity price highs, although we continue to

expect Q2.22 will see US inflation moderate on base effects, and more modest commodity
prices.
Please scroll down to the second section below

•

The FOMC looks at the PCE deflators to inform monetary policy in particular, however the
markets are focused on this week’s inflation print, and a higher than expected outcome
(CPI inflation is expected at 8.4% y/y, PPI 10.6% y/y) would likely spur rate hike
expectations.

•

Even excluding food and energy costs, US CPI is high, at an inflation rate of 6.4% in
February and expected at 6.6% y/y in March, while PPI inflation excluding food and energy
is at 8.4%, and expected to see this rate again for March.

•

Markets have factored in a 47bp lift in the Fed funds rate in May, close to 50bp, with
comments coming out from Fed members strongly supporting a 50bp lift in May, and
potentially additional large lifts, although FOMC meetings remain data dependent.

•

We continue to expect slower global growth than was expected at the start of 2022, both
from the rapid monetary normalisation in the US this year and China’s increased lockdown
restrictions, along with the negative growth impact to Europe from the Russian/Ukraine
war.

•

Q2.22 is however expected to see the effects of the war wane, and so commodity prices
in general ease with the rand losing this driver of strength over Q2.22 and H2.22, but not
a severe collapse in commodity prices, and so of the domestic currency either.

•

This is not likely to be the case for all commodity prices. Demand for SA’s key export, coal
sees support from the necessity of global heating needs, as does food, another necessity,
but SA’s transport network issues continue to impede the performance of its bulk exports.

•

The rand also remains at risk of a weaker interest rate hike cycle in South Africa than in
the US, with the domestic currency seeing severe depreciation in the past when the
differential between US and SA interest rates have been severely narrowed.

•

However, the currency is not expected to see extreme depreciation longer-term (averaging
R15.60/USD in 2024, R15.80/USD in 2025, R15.93/USD 2026) as economic growth
improves markedly on the repair and reform of SA’s economic fundamentals.

•

No further credit rating downgrades occur in the expected case and the probability of the
up case could increase. However, this year and next could be at risk of greater rand
weakness than expected if SA’s interest rate environment proves softer than that of the
US.

